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The Longview Strategy is a concentrated global long-only equity portfolio with a target of 25 positions. We prioritize investments 
first by their end market prospects (demand) and secondly by their position in the marketplace (supply-side). Once comfortable 
with end markets and the company’s position, we consider the business quality and the merits of the management team. If it is the 
right business with the right partners, we know we want to own the stock and it only depends on price to signal the right entry 
point. Valuation only determines when we make investments and not the type of investments we make. 
 
Market Environment: 
Investor sentiment has been improving as vaccination rates increase and the global economy continues to reopen. This has been 
led by the U.S. and Europe with Asia lagging. This has been reflected in broadly higher stock prices with many indices ending 
the quarter at all-time highs. Despite the various concerns around inflation and a flattening yield curve, we feel the economy is in 
a much better position than it was three months ago.  Roughly half of the U.S. population has been fully vaccinated and daily new 
cases stand at the lowest level since the onset of the pandemic. It’s hard to overstate the importance of California’s full reopening 
in mid-June as the state comprises over one-eighth of the U.S. GDP. Our takeaway is the United States is now open for business.   
 
We continue to see the Federal Reserve’s QE policy stoking the “wealth effect” and boasting confidence of the U.S. households 
as we articulated last quarter. Cash has reached over $17T on U.S. household balance sheets as consumers hoard their savings 
assisted further by favorable tax policy and other forms of fiscal stimulus programs. We believe the Fed views the change in 
household net worth as a powerful influence on consumer behavior and the stockpile of cash as their dry powder. The spark rests 
with the average family’s willingness to spend money. If successful, we should see saving rates fall to decade lows with household 
consumption outpacing GDP. A virtuous cycle could begin as households raise their consumption levels spurring increased 
investment in supply by businesses to keep pace with demand. This activity should directly create more jobs at a time when 
demand for labor is already competitive, which means higher wages for employees. These factors lead us to be constructive on 
equities as they remain cheap relative to bonds; although our enthusiasm is tempered by the near generational highs of valuation 
multiples when viewed from an absolute valuation basis. 
 
Contributors and Detractors: 
In stark contrast to the prior quarter, growth stocks outperformed while cyclical stocks lagged. Like the broad market, cyclical 
portfolio holdings were a headwind during the period. However, two of our value holdings, Advance Auto Parts and Liberty 
Broadband managed to outpace the markets and were top contributors to the portfolio’s return due to their better-than-expected 
earnings reports. For idiosyncratic reasons, we saw weakness in several of our technology holdings that have been standout 
performers over the last two years. As sentiment soured on shifting geopolitical risks, we saw sharp selloffs in our two core 
Chinese investments, JD.com and Tencent.  
 
Portfolio Activity:  
We initiated a position in JD Health. This company may be one of the strongest companies we have seen IPO since Spotify in 
2018. It is a Chinese online pharmacy and medical services provider with a potentially long runway of growth as adoption rates 
for prescription drugs rise to developed market averages. Online selling channels for healthcare services are expected to see rising 
penetration rates as consumers shift more demand online benefiting the online providers like JD Health. Further, these online 
pharmaceutical channels have an oligopolistic structure with incumbents protected by scale advantages. JD Health is a leader with 
30% market share. We feel Chinese Healthcare may be one of the top growth stories over the next ten years and this investment 
could provide us a way to access the sector. 
 
Outlook and Positioning: 
At these valuation levels, we remain cautiously optimistic on equities, but must be wary of the changes in market sentiment. Long-
term rates declined during the quarter, reversing much of their rise at the beginning of the year, while inflation expectations 
remained steady and near multi-decade highs. The deflation versus inflation debate has compelling points but is becoming 
increasingly complex as there are compelling points for each. We continue to favor a barbell allocation to the portfolio’s 
investments with one side intended to benefit from rising inflation and the other side positioned to benefit from a lower for longer 
disinflationary environment. However, we are more likely to add to our secular investment themes while reducing our cyclical 
holdings following their outperformance since March 2020.  
  

The views presented here represent the opinions of SeaBridge Investment Advisors based on analysis of publicly available information.  The opinions of other analysts based on these data may differ, including other analysts 
in SeaBridge. The conclusions of the analysis may not be realized in the future. There may be other factors which have more influence on future growth, economic recovery, and market performance than those presented 
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on individual circumstances or changes in SeaBridge’s conclusions about the outlook. There is no representation about the future performance of the stocks mentioned in the Commentary. There are other stocks in the portfolio 
that performed worse than the examples presented here.  SeaBridge’s opinion of the economic and market prospects may change in the future. There are differences among portfolios managed by SeaBridge in each strategy 
based on client-specific factors.  Not all portfolios hold the same securities. Not all stocks held in the portfolio perform similarly. SeaBridge manages portfolios in several styles. No part of this document is to be re‐produced 
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